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Program/Area/Unit Name:  Theatre – Academic Services 
 

Program/Area/Unit Description: 
The Leeward Theatre was founded on the campus of Leeward Community College in 1974.  
Since that time the Theatre has seen well over four million people pass through its doors.  
The Theatre has a history of presenting touring artists, local artists, and supporting the work 
of student artists.  Every year the Theatre produces a range of programming for our 
community: from musical theatre, to classical guitar concerts, to international touring music 
and dance troupes.  The Leeward Theatre is the only major arts presenter and arts 
education center in the Leeward and Central areas of Oahu.  The goal of the Theatre is to 
create ongoing dynamic communication between artists and audiences through the 
presentation and production of top quality performing arts and cultural events. 

Our main goal for The Leeward Theatre involves building community through live 
performance – be it music, dance, or drama.  What is special about community building 
theatre is that it is immediately reflective of time and place.  It addresses the needs of the 
community; the fears, the traditions, and the joy.  Building community does not mean 
sacrificing production quality, or abandoning opportunities for touring productions.  It does 
mean being aware of how the community is reflected in the productions that go onstage.  As 
arts presenters we shouldn’t try to tell an audience what culture is, but we do need to 
provide a space where culture can be created and explored, engaged with, and empowered.  
The performing arts have a duty to provide a voice and a shape to the communities they 
represent.  Here at The Leeward Theatre, we want to build community through performance. 

Our mission is to serve as a catalyst for new insights, connections, and learning through the 
presentation, production, and collaborative sponsorship of contemporary, world, and multi-
ethnic performing arts. 

The theatre programming is broken down into three areas:  Leeward Presents, which are 
events such as tours or local artists that the theatre hires to perform on the main stage; 
Rental Events, which are put on (produced?) by a company or community group renting the 
facility and personnel, and College Events, which are sponsored by Arts & Humanities, the 
college as a whole, or the chancellor.  All of our programming falls under one of those three 
umbrellas. 

 
  



Part I. Quantitative Indicators 
 

Indicators	 2011-2012	 2012-2013	 2013-2014	
DEMAND	
Average	10%	of	fiscal	year	total	
events	ticket	sales	going	to	
students	

UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	

Average	10	Main	Stage	
presentations	as	part	of	core	
programming	per	fiscal	year.	

19	Main	Stage	
programming	
events	

14	Main	Stage	
programming	
events	

19	Main	Stage	
programming	events	

Average	100,000	total	audience	
attendance	for	all	college,	Arts	&	
Humanities,	rental,	and	Main	
Stage	events	per	fiscal	year.	

144,567	total	
combined	
attendance	

135,340	total	
combined	
attendance	

145,173	total	
combined	
attendance	

EFFICIENCY	
Average	at	least	4	Artist	
Interaction	event	
(workshop/masterclass/etc)	per	
fiscal	year.	

3	interaction	
events	offered	

3	interaction	
events	offered	

6	interaction	events	
offered	

Maintain	at	least	3	repeat	
renters	from	previous	fiscal	year.	

UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	

EFFECTIVENESS	
Average	at	least	one	course	per	
Main	Stage	event	that	has	
integrated	the	specific	event	
into	its	curriculum	

UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	 UNKNOWN	

Maintain	an	audience	level	of	at	
least	600	individuals	in	
attendance	at	all	theatre	events	
combined	per	fiscal	year.		

3,986	event	
attendance		

2,431	event	
attendance	

5,210	event	
attendance	

 
 

Part II. Analysis of Program/Area/Unit 
 

This is the first time the theatre has been asked to submit an ARPD, so there is minimal 
data.  However, from the data we do have, we can see certain patterns emerging.  The 
program has increased its audience engagement and retention.  We’ve also maintained the 
number of events offered (after a slight dip) while increasing our opportunities for students 
and community members to interact with artists. 

The Theatre is about to be renovated, and almost all regular activities, including the 
measurable activities listed above, will cease.  The renovation is currently scheduled to last 
from July 1, 2015 – Spring Semester 2017. 

 

  



WHAT WE HAVE DONE THUS FAR: 
In preparation for the closure of the facility and the departure of Grace Bible Church, while 
taking into account the continued need to present performances the Theatre has taken the 
following steps: 
1. Aggressively sought grant funding for the current season as well as next season.  The 

2014-2015 (40th Season) is almost entirely grant funded. 
a. We have already applied for HSFCA Grants for 2015-16, and 2016-17; along 

with an ArtPlace Grant.   
i. HSFCA $75,000 requested (actual estimate $8,000-$15,000) 
ii. Art Place $350,000 requested (only 4% of grantees awarded – long shot) 

2. Left an S Funded Box Office Manager position unfilled 
3. Decreased the amount of outside touring artists performing on stage, saving airfare, 

hotel, engagement fee, car rental, etc.  The 39th Season saw 4 events featuring 
mainland or international performers, this season we have only 2 (one each 
semester).   During the renovation we don’t anticipate any off-island artists performing 
as part of our season. 

4. Stockpiled S Funds in an effort to create a “nest egg” which can be drawn from during 
the “lean times.” 

5. Focused on low investment high reward programming.   
a. “reward” here meaning both financial solvency and community 

involvement/engagement. 
6. Established partnerships with venues and locations outside of the campus which could 

house a production. 
a. The Hawaii Plantation Village 
b. Kahumana Organic Farms 
c. Pas De Deux Studios 
d. Local Elementary Schools and Libraries 

7. Established partnerships and “artist in residence” agreements with companies who are 
flexible and have a low impact on the campus while offering multiple engagement 
points for both our student and surrounding community. 
a. PlayBuilders 
b. In Your Face Improv 
c. Bento Box Theatre 
d. Sheenru Yong 
e. Sami Akuna 

8. Met with A&H instructors in June 2014 to discuss possible content shifts and space 
arrangements. 

 
  



Since June 2013 the Theatre has also reevaluated programs and operations with an eye 
toward emphasizing local programming.  The Theatre has even dedicated a portion of its 
production budget to commission new works by local and local Hawaiian artists. We want to 
allow our Native Hawaiian students to contribute to the artistic process and help us to shape 
programming and content.  A number of studies have been done on the correlation between 
participation in the performing arts and graduation/attrition rates in colleges and universities.  
With this in mind, the Theatre has set aside more time on stage for student work (plays, 
music, dance) and has allotted more time for students to use practice facilities.  The 
increased participation should contribute to students’ personal development and academic 
progress and performance here at Leeward CC.  This increaseshould contribute to 
improving graduation and successful completion rates (Goal A,A. & Student Success 
Initiative Goals). 
 

 
Part III. Action Plan 

•  

OUR VISION FOR THE RENOVATION PERIOD: 

Our goal is to stay at the forefront of our clients’ minds.  We don’t want to lose what momentum 
we’ve already built.  Last season alone we saw an increase of  more than 10,000 in theatre 
attendance.  While that will drop during the renovation period, there are other low financial 
commitment, high reward programming we can engage in. 

1. Continue with an abbreviated season 

a. Touring Children’s shows 

b. Site-specific work 

c. Alternate venue performances 

i. Guitar Concert 

ii. Choir Concert 

iii. THEA 260/262 productions 

d. Devised theatre pieces 

e. Community collaborative music events 

2. Improve the rental process by ensuring that the clients are being charged fairly for the 
services they receive, and that the college and theatre are not eating hidden costs. 

3. Apply for large grants for improved equipment (sound, lighting, shop, etc), and 
programming support and development. 

4. Improve the volunteer experience. 

5. Develop, refine, and update our database system. 

6. Repair and refurbish equipment for continued use (lighting, costumes, sound, shop, etc) 

7. Evaluate theatre job descriptions to ensure that they accurately reflect the position’s 
requirements.  



8. Prepare for the re-opening of the theatre (negotiate contracts, repair & prepare 
equipment, media contacts, etc.) 

 

 
Part IV. Resource Implications 

 

The Theatre plans to request the following resources: 

1. 1.5 full time positions currently paid from the Theatre’s S Fund account, be converted to 
G Funded positions. 

2. 0.5 full time G Funded Clerk position to replace the Clerk position that was lost in 2008 

3. Investigating alternate sources for funding Leeward Presents Programming, ie: 
corporate sponsors, donors, advertising sales, fundraising events, etc.  

4. By investigating the possibility for alternative programming spaces that could 
accommodate performance events during the renovation.  

5. Purchasing energy efficient stage lighting equipment.  

 

 
Support Area Outcomes (SAO) and Assessment 

• If assessment results have been entered in Tk20, please attach a copy of the report. 
• If assessment results have not been entered in Tk20, please provide a summary of 

assessment activity and results for the past year. 

 
This is the first time the theatre has been asked to participate in the ARPD process, as such 
there were no existing goals, assessments, or subsequent results.  


